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Abstract: A child that is trained up in the way he should go will not depart from it at old age. This is true in
comparative juxtaposition with child psychology which proves that children hardly change values they had
imbibed at early age. The role of child training or education is primarily a parental role and the schools that play
a secondary role of cementing values in children. The side effect of the neglect of this duty is yielding negative
effect, in that children grow deviant than expected compliance to social norms. It is common that even in the
sacred places (Church or Mosques) children do all sorts of funny things in the Internet including chatting or
browsing at the peak of worship. This research found from related literatures, Internet materials and
participatory interviews that; most parents today trivialize functional child education as it is left for the maids,
advanced technology and social media to the detriment of the society. This paper recommends a return to the
old pathway when parents found time to teach moral values through folk tales and life examples and churches
and Mosques intensify effort toward value education than utterances and teachings that engender violence
and insurgence.
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INTRODUCTION children. The cause of high rate of the contemporary

Child training is an  injunction  of  the  bible  hence supply less of this vital function of child education
the command “train up a child in the way he or she should leaving the same to advanced technology and social
go and he or she will not depart from it even at old age. media. At home, children who should be receiving
This is true in comparative juxtaposition with child parental and motherly care in particular, are already in
psychology which proves that children hardly change school in the care of another mother (whose habit is
values that they had imbibed at early age as they learn by unknown) or an armature girl as a nursery school teacher.
imitation. In common setting children during infancy Worse still in the home front the Child’s care is in the
mimic their parents in role plays; where older males hands of a house help who does what she likes with the
consciously or unconsciously play the role of fathers as babies in the name of care. Parents are on the fast lane of
the older females take the role of mothers and the much career pursuit as if the home is all about how much money
junior ones field in as the children of the home.  A  careful that flows in. The side effect of this neglect is yielding
watch on these self assigned roles exhibit the home negative effect in that children grow deviant than
setting. If these role players are aggressive and expected compliance to social norms. This situation, as an
quarrelsome or cordial or behave otherwise a particular ill wind, is not blowing the larger society any good.
family is being depicted. These self assigned roles
exhibited by children are internalized in many cases. From With unsettling regularity, news reports tell us of
what is known the role of child training or child education children wreaking havoc on their schools and
is primarily that of the parents, though the schools play communities: attacking teachers and classmates,
vital roles in cementing values or adding utilities in murdering parents, persecuting others out of

societal ills hinges on the fact that most parents today
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viciousness, avarice or spite. One hears about feral adolescence.” It could also be referred to as the process
gangs of children running drugs or numbers, about by which “a dependent, vulnerable newborn grows into
teenage date rape, about youthful vandalism, about a capable young person who has mastered language, is
epidemics of  cheating even in academically elite self-aware, can think and reason with sophistication, has
schools. Rampantly youths terrorize menacing a distinctive personality and socializes effortlessly with
threats and extortion, proudly awarding themselves others. Many abilities and characteristics developed in
points for each antisocial act [1]. childhood last a lifetime” [2]. Although people change

This research found from related literatures, internet especially dramatic and lasting in child development. The
materials and participatory interviews that the role of child above citation perfectly agrees with Proverbs 22:6 alluded
training or child education is primarily the role of parents, to above.
though the schools play vital roles in cementing values or According to Thompson, series of Behavioural and
adding utilities in children. It is also found that most ramifying visible changes take place in a child’s
parents today supply less of this vital function leaving it development. He noted that at this stage (teaching and)
to advanced technology and social media. It has become learning
common that even in the sacred places (Churches)
children do all sorts of funny things on the Internet ... are very similar for all children. Around the
including chatting or browsing at the peak of worship. world, most infants begin to focus their eyes, sit up

Conceptual Frame work begin to acquire language and develop logical
Child’s Training or Education: One would want to define reasoning skills at approximately the same time.
the child as young human being “between birth and These aspects of individual growth are highly
puberty”, while youth is between the age of puberty and predictable. Other aspects of development show a
Thirty years or the period of human life between much wider range of individual differences. Whether
childhood and maturity (Microsoft® Encarta® 2009). This a child becomes outgoing or shy, intellectually
research did not draw any thick line between the youth advanced or average, or energetic or subdued
and the Child as both are considered as falling within the depends on many unique influences whose effects
category of character formation. are difficult to predict at the child’s birth

Child training happens to be one of the prominent (Thompson Microsoft ® Encarta ® 2009).
injunctions in the bible hence the command, “Train up a
child in the way he should go and when he is old he will This process does not limit itself to school
not depart from it” (Prov. 22:6, Eph 6:4; 2Tim. 3:15). In one environment hence free association with the immediate
of the preceding cross references 2 Timothy precisely, he environment is noticed and allowed for healthy growth in
was said to have learnt all he needed to know from a normal human child. “The basic consideration is that
childhood: which means childhood training is a long behaviour is learned from such interaction” [3]. Skinner
established tradition which had been primarily the role of the Psychologist has a detail of how this behavioural
parents in the absence of formal school systems. Parents change can take place in animals which includes man. For
did this as of obligation and took pleasure in the skinner, it is a gradual process through which the
corresponding result of the production of generations of individual repertoire is built up [4]. While parents start
morally and socially amalgamated personalities. Today the this all important project of child training or education the
challenges facing this divine mandate make this job very schools polish and internalize these values in Children.
cumbersome, hard-heart-palpitate and uninteresting when The Churches and Mosques by way of religious
all efforts yield almost to nothing. However, it remains a education rob into the child the ethical stipulations of
task that must be done hence all hands must be on deck their organizations that make for good society.
towards the actualization of this human capacity building
that can grantee sustainability of human development. Challenges: Challenges are the factors that pose

For purposes of clarity this paper posits that the themselves factors militating against child training or
term; ‘child training’ is the same as child education which prompting the achievement of particular objectives in life.
is part of child development; “physical, intellectual, social Challenges are the stimulants to intellectualism; to
and emotional changes that occur from birth to stimulate somebody by making demands on the intellect

throughout their lives, developmental changes are

and learn to walk at comparable ages and children
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(Microsoft Encarta Dictionary 2009), or dare, to invite him technology. The human species' use of technology
to engage in a contest; stimulate, test one's ability; deal began with the conversion of natural resources into
with; demand that one identify oneself with a particular simple tools. The pre-historical discovery of the
setting or the other. Challenges could be negative as they ability to control fire increased the available
may constitute an obstacle to the attainment of such sources of food and the invention of the wheel
valued heights or positive values as they may enhance helped humans in travelling in and controlling their
performances or lead to the actualization of one’s desire environment. Recent technological developments,
in life. Challenges can spur or deter one’s speed towards including the printing press, the telephone and the
a goal. Challenges could be psychological, spiritual, Internet, have lessened physical barriers to
ethical, material and so on. By definitive implication communication and allowed humans to interact
challenges are such factors that may slow down the pace freely on a global scale. However, not all
of child training and education. Or negative factors that technology has been used for peaceful purposes; the
present deviant approaches to societal values or demands development of weapons of ever-increasing
from the child. These negative manifestations are always destructive power has progressed throughout
contrary to parental and societal orders. These negative history, from clubs to nuclear weapons (Freebase
pressures precipitate from pear influence, environment, www.definitions.net/definitions/H).
government policies, Social Media which is a by product
of technology and other factors that space may not allow From the foregoing definitions and brief origin of
in this paper. Technology, it is clear that as one of the good things of

Technology: Word technology (Technologyt k'n l been corrupted. It has been made a potential threat to
d i) from the Greek word x o o  can mean any of
the following;

a) The branch of knowledge that deals with
applied science, engineering, the industrial arts, b)
the application of knowledge for practical ends. (c)
a technological process, invention, or method and
or (d) the sum of the ways in which social groups
provide themselves with the material objects of their
c i v i l i z a t i o n ( R a n d o m ,
www.definitions.net/definitions/H).

Freebase on other hand defines technology along
with its brief origin as

... the making, modification, usage and knowledge
of tools, machines, techniques, crafts, systems and
methods of organization, in order to solve a
problem, improve a pre-existing solution to a
problem, achieve a goal, handle an applied
input/output relation or perform a specific function.
It can also refer to the collection of such tools,
including machinery, modifications, arrangements
and procedures. Technologies significantly affect
human as well as other animal species' ability to
control and adapt to their natural environments.
The term can either be applied generally or to
specific areas: examples include construction
technology, medical technology and information

nature that is meant to serve for good of mankind that has

humanity as weapons of mass destruction seams to
occupy the greater percentage of its know-how. It also
serves to cast doubt on what values that naturally were
held sacrosanct. The numerous benefits of technology
notwithstanding this research opines that it has
contributed to the ruining of tender hearts of the youth
beyond appreciation and made nonsense of morality and
positive character formation difficult. Education which,
however, befits from technology is also negatively
affected as pupils and students spend hours on ending
on frivolities of Social Media provided by Technology.
Technology does not only pose to provide answers to all
questions and all things but assumes even the position of
the Ontological Being and had made dependence on
religion less credible. Technology now provides avenue
for the young generation to debase all natural laws and
morality in their fantasy as in some aspects of Social
Media.

These inferences are made without prejudice to the
other numerous benefits of technology for the betterment
of mankind. But suffice it to say that if tomorrow must be,
there is need for a global check on the high level of
technological corruption affecting all good intents,
actions and character formation courtesy of Social Media.

Social Media: Social Media is one of the products of
modern technology that is accessible to people of all ages
for different and varying intentions. As social media
continues to evolve and its uses change and expand, so
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does its definition. In part, this is attributable to the fact not make news but publicity given to terrorism and vices.
that social media relates to the technology and platforms This could lead to children focusing on what evils that
that enable the interactive web’s content creation, can make people notice them than the good morals which
collaboration and exchange by participants and the are seldom remembered or rewarded. Today morality
public. Yet, many users, business  executives  and  the seems not to attract positive stroking as negative acts are
public consider the marketing around these networks and more often rewarded. Thieves are hailed and awarded all
the content created on them to be social media. Social kinds of honour to the neglect of their antecedents. The
media, could be defined among thirty other meanings as society negotiates and rewards revolts and insurgence.

“media for social interaction, using highly morals as they are after all the easiest means of attracting
accessible and scalable communication techniques. attention, reward and reaching the top.
Social media is the use of web-based and mobile While matured minds narrowly escape the subtlety of
technologies to turn communication into interactive this trap; the vonerable teens imbibe all sorts of habits
dialogue.”. .. This consists of various user-driven from there. Things have grown so bad that children
(inbound marketing) channels (e.g., Facebook, remain in the pages they fancy even when church
Twitter, blogs, YouTube). These channels represent services are going on. One may not forget that the
a stark difference from the advertiser-driven parents, teacher and preachers labour in vain in such
(outbound marketing) push model. As the principal condition where kids are practicing sexual immorality even
owner of the customer relationship in the firm, in the church through social media or are chatting
typically, the marketing department is responsible irrelevantly with people they never met before or hope to
for managing these social media channels. Although meet in the near future.
some may argue that the customer relationship is The disadvantages of this abound and are mostly
“everyone’s”  responsibility   in   the  firm,  the dictated by those who grew up under strict discipline or
overarching responsibility rests with the marketing had the grace of being influenced by the mission schools.
department as the champion for the customer [5]. Such disadvantages include though without prejudice to

As a free market people of all ages go into it and part of technology indeed deals adversely on the youth
people of all desires find their heart throb in them. It is so of this generation as its ills on child education include
free that all things are available for all people and ages. It corruption of the virgin mind, Internet theft, depositing of
is so open that one can remain in it twenty four hours a impurity into the mind and encouragement of vices. The
week if one has the stamina. Like it was earlier mentioned other prominent negative distractions for which space is
all kinds of habits are exhibited therein without limitation. created are;
People post all kinds of information in the social media in
pretext that they want to condemn evil while others simply Fragmentation of Attention: Being connected and search
use that to promote demonic manipulations. for information on Facebook, Google and other web

Sunday News Papers are awash with sensationally services simultaneously, seize and fragment children’s’
dirty news, pornographic pictures and stories under the attention. Although students can develop “scanning and
guise of exposing and condemning some evils, - usually skimming” skills, they could also get used to not paying
the only thing in question is that produced by the paper enough attention to what is important.
itself. Similarly, a film which portrays wonderful life led by
some gangster hoodlum is not likely to elevate the moral Subverting Higher-order of Reasoning Processes: Social
tone of its audience by making him pay the supreme media subverts higher-order reasoning processes,
penalty in the last few minutes [3]. Children may be “including the kind of focus, concentration and
enticed to enjoy such life style which can afford lengthy persistence necessary for critical thinking and. intellectual
moments of pleasure for a brief moment of suffering. By development”
implication, therefore, these Medias, as it is becoming
accepted norm, do not help the child. Common too, is the Weakens Intellectualism: Some researchers have
style of some papers to present  crimes  as  celebrative correlated heavy Internet use with greater impulsivity,
caption in their news papers to attract readership. For less patience, less tenacity and weaker critical thinking
such News Papers praise worthy acts and good morals do skills.

This may be more the reason why children envy bad

the few other advantages for some matured adults. This
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Encourages Addictiveness: Prolonged Internet use ...the recognitions of our duties as divine commands,
exposes students to interactive, repetitive and addictive (i.e. as God’s commands. It is the God in human
stimuli that produce permanent changes in brain structure morality.) Religion he says is the law in us in so far
and function damaging their learning skills. as it obtains emphasis from a law giver and judge

Reduces Capacity for Concentration: While it is true that of God”. From Kant’s definition it is obvious that
the more one uses the Internet and social media, the better religion is part of us as God/god is part of all men
the brain can skim and scan, research suggests that these whether we try to wish it away or not. The study
gains degrade the capacity for concentration. thereof should not be seen as a last option hence it

Religious Education: Religion being part of the general existence [7].
culture may seam to be a very familiar subject that does
not demand definition and so does not need to be This paper for the purpose of elucidation adds that
defined. However, this assumption is  not  very “religion” is man’s spontaneous response to forces
appropriate for this paper, because religion poses the outside him”. These forces that manifest severally and
challenge of definitive unanimity as they are many variously are attributed to the handiwork of the
definitions  as  they  are  different  scholars in the field. Ontological Reality who controls all things. Under God’s
The definition thereof is, therefore, salient as one or two divine providence creatures are variously glorified in
needs to be presented here as part of this research report colours and sharps. These colours and shapes; call them
to give meaning to the paper’s subject matter. Religion for designs, attract human admirations and adoration. Some
Paden is the of them are so awesome that they attract worship hence

sacred engagement with that which is believed to be different shrines. Related sources attract man’s worship or
a spiritual reality…a worldwide phenomenon that deep reverence. The same factor makes man to be God
has played a part in all human culture and so is a centred, which produces “God factor” in man as the
much broader, more complex category than the set propelling force for positive social and political, co-
of beliefs or practices found in any single religious ordinated infrastructural and national capacity
tradition. An adequate understanding of religion developments. Religious education plays a great role
must take into account its distinctive qualities and hence all the developmental ideologies exist in abstract
patterns as a form of human experience, as well as values which are only made metaphysically relevant by
the similarities and differences in religions across the habits acquired and exhibited through religious
human cultures. In all cultures, human beings make education and employed for the good of mankind.
a practice of interacting with what are taken to be
spiritual powers. These powers may be in the form of General Challenges: It has always been an inexplicable
gods, spirits, ancestors, or any kind of sacred reality situation and embarrassing experience which break the
with which humans believe themselves to be heart of parents when they see their children and wards
connected. Sometimes a spiritual power is grown deviant irrespective of their daily admonitions and
understood broadly as an all-embracing reality and exemplary life pattern. It is common to find a child from an
sometimes it is approached through its impeachable home character wise go unexpectedly
manifestation in special symbols. It may be regarded wayward and living directly opposite their parents. Worst
as external to the self, internal, or both. People still where one would not find any trace of the source of
interact with such a presence in a sacred such abhorable exhibitions from the lineage. How can one
manner—that is, with reverence and  care.  Religion explain a child pointing a gun at his parents more so in
is the term most commonly used to designate this African natural setting? How can one explain a daughter
complex and diverse realm of human experience” comfortably challenging her mother to a fight or brother
[6]. killing his brother or a friend his friend? If these are

Ukoma quoting Emmanuel Kant agrees that religion is, extended and brotherly interconnectivity. Today Africans

over us. It is a morality directed to the recognition

is the only study that leads us to the source of

they are represented in painting by the Artists for

explicable elsewhere it is definitely not in African world of
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like other nations of the world live with all these terrible training  shows that the 21  century has  witnessed a
things. They can be no other sources of these ill winds rapid increase in TV, videogame, iPod, internet and cell
than to blame them on general factors which precipitate phone use in young children. And it has been observed
from outside the homes. These general challenges to child by a paediatric occupational therapist “that critical
training that reduce parental and religious impacts on milestone for child motor and sensory development are
children are obviously; advanced Technology, Peer not being met, negatively impacting on child academic
influence and other societal factors. performance and achievement of literacy. Simultaneously

Technology: Though this paper had dealt with this on a psychological and behaviour disorders, often
general note it might be necessary to return to it once accompanied by the prescription of psychotropic
more for emphasis and specifics. A review of impact medication. Are these two trends related?” (Accessibility
assessment of   technology   on   chid   development  and News International.com).

st

there is an increasing incidence of childhood physical,

Further finding shows that this current trend has the following side effects on child training in comparison with the past

Technology Overuse Developmental Delays and Obesity

 Throughout most of human history child engagement in rough and tumble  A 2006 Canadian study reported one in six children have a developmental
 outdoor play and imaginary games resulted in the achievement of adequate disability (18), with Autism prevalence now 1 in 160 in Canada (19).
 sensory, motor and attachment development required for attention and  Sensory Processing Disorder affects 1 in 20 children 
 learning (1-3).  Data from the 1988 National Health Interview Survey reported 17%
 Today’s average household media environment includes three of US children had a developmental disability, resulting in 1.5 times more

TV’s, three DVD players, two videogame consoles, three iPods, two physician
cell phones and one computer (4). visits, 3.5 times more hospital days, twice the number of lost school days
 Children now average 6.5 hours per day TV and videogame use, with and a 2.5 fold increase in the likelihood of repeating a school grade compared

over 65% of children using TV’s in their bedrooms (5). to a non-developmentally disabled child (20).
 ‘Baby TV’ now occupies 2.2 hours per day for the 0-2 year old  A 2006 US study reported 32% of children admitted to inpatient paediatric

population and 4.5 hours per day for 3-5 year olds and is causally linked ward demonstrated a developmental disability (21).
to developmental delays (6,7). This situation has prompted France to  Only 55-65% of developmental disabilities are detected prior to
ban its broadcasters from airing TV shows aimed at children under school age entry (16).
three years of age (8). 6% of US children have speech and language impairment, 8% a learning
 Canadian children were granted a “D” grade for inactivity in 2008 disability, 7% ADHD and 0.5% Autism with 13.2% accessing special

by Active Healthy Kids Canada, citing TV and videogames as the education assistance (17).
primary cause (9).  In 1996, 10% of Canadian children ages 7-13 years were obese (22),
 TV and videogame use accounts for 60% of childhood obesity with estimated economic costs of 1.8 billion (21). In 2004, just eight years

and is now considered a North American ‘epidemic’ (10,11). later, this number is 50% higher with a prevalence of obesity at fully 15%
 Preliminary studies indicate increases in attention difficulty, poor of Canadian children (23).

academic achievement, aggression and sleep impairment may be (Accessibility News International.com)
attributable to childhood technology overuse (12-15). Africa may not be an exception as things are going haywire in localities
 Accessibility News International.com and urban cities

There is therefore no gainsaying the fact that impact of technology and its by product the Social Media needs to be seriously checked in Africa now that the
water is still at the ankle. 

Peer Influence: It is needful that attention is given to peer otherwise makes a child become a hermit which on its own
influence which is an inevitable primer factor for character is dangerous. Friendship and Role play develops from
modification and source of child training. It might not be peer association as that is also from where bad influences
an over estimation to opine that greater percentages of and characters are derived. Other factors that may hinder
strange traits in children that are untraceable to parental child training may include Environmental factors,
gene are accounted for by peer supply. What makes this Government policies, Home setting, Parental care,
difficulty if not impossible to check is that no child can Economic factors, Religious Plurality. The last on this list
receive an isolated training hence peer association though which is “Religious Plurality” can lead even to irreligiosity
its side effects cannot be ruled out in Child training. It is and lack of the fear of God for confusion and lack of
in this that the ideology of association develops or proper direction.
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